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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method of operating an articulated arm CMM is provided. 
One or more coordinates on an object can be measured With 
the articulated arm CMM. At least one of the encoders can 
then be at least partially powered-off. The encoder can then be 
powered on and one or more coordinates on the same object 
can be measured Without recalibrating the encoder. 
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CMM WITH IMPROVED SENSORS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims the priority bene?t under 35 
USC §119(e) to US. Provisional Patent Application Ser. 
No. 61/259,105 (?led Nov. 6, 2009), the entirety of Which is 
hereby expressly incorporated by reference herein. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 
[0003] The present invention relates to articulated arms and 
coordinate measurement, and more particularly to coordinate 
measurement machines. 
[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art 
[0005] Rectilinear measuring systems, also referred to as 
coordinate measuring machines (CMMs) and articulated arm 
measuring machines, are used to generate highly accurate 
geometry information. In general, these instruments capture 
the structural characteristics of an object for use in quality 
control, electronic rendering and/ or duplication. One 
example of a conventional apparatus used for coordinate data 
acquisition is a portable coordinate measuring machine 
(PCMM), Which is a portable device capable of taking highly 
accurate measurements Within a measuring sphere of the 
device. Such devices often include a probe mounted on an end 
of an arm that includes a plurality of transfer members con 
nected together by joints. The end of the arm opposite the 
probe is typically coupled to a moveable base. Typically, the 
joints are broken doWn into singular rotational degrees of 
freedom, each of Which is measured using a dedicated rota 
tional transducer. During a measurement, the probe of the arm 
is moved manually by an operator to various points in the 
measurement sphere. At each point, the position of each of the 
joints must be determined at a given instant in time. Accord 
ingly, each transducer outputs an electrical signal that varies 
according to the movement of the joint in that degree of 
freedom. Typically, the probe also generates a signal. These 
position signals and the probe signal are transferred through 
the arm to a recorder/analyzer. The position signals are then 
used to determine the position of the probe Within the mea 
surement sphere. See e.g., US. Pat. Nos. 5,829,148 and 
7,174,651, Which are incorporated herein by reference in their 
entireties. 
[0006] Generally, there is a demand for such machines With 
a high degree of accuracy, high reliability and durability, 
substantial ease of use, and loW cost, among other qualities. 
The disclosure herein provides improvements of at least some 
of these qualities. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTIONS 

[0007] In one embodiment, a method of operating an articu 
lated arm CMM is provided. One or more coordinates on an 
object can be measured With the articulated arm CMM. At 
least one of the encoders can then be at least partially poW 
ered-off. The encoder can then be poWered on and one or 
more coordinates on the same object can be measured Without 
recalibrating the encoder. 
[0008] In another embodiment, an articulated arm CMM 
can include an articulated arm With a plurality of articulated 
arm members, a coordinate acquisition member at a distal 
end, and a base at a proximal end. Further, at least one of the 
articulation members can include an absolute encoder. 
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[0009] In a further embodiment, an articulated arm CMM 
can include an articulated arm and a tilt sensor. The articu 

lated arm can include a plurality of articulated arm members, 
a measuring probe at a distal end, and a base at a proximal end. 
The tilt sensor can be rigidly connected to the base such that 
the tilt sensor can detect a tilting angle of the base. 
[0010] In a further embodiment, a method of operating an 
articulated arm CMM is provided. One or more coordinates 
can be measured With an articulated arm CMM. While these 
are measured, the tilt of the articulated arm CMM can also be 
measured. When the measured tilt exceeds a threshold value, 
the articulated arm CMM or an external device can compen 
sate the measured coordinates for the tilt, provide a signal 
regarding the tilt to the user, and/ or ?ag measured coordinates 
taken during the tilt. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] Further objects, features and advantages of the 
invention Will become apparent from the folloWing detailed 
description taken in conjunction With the accompanying ?g 
ures shoWing illustrative embodiments of the invention, in 
Which: 
[0012] FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of an articulated arm; 
[0013] FIG. 1A is an exploded vieW of the articulated arm 
of FIG. 1; 
[0014] FIG. 2 is a perspective vieW of a transfer member of 
the articulated arm of FIG. 1 With its associated articulation 

members; 
[0015] FIG. 2A is a perspective vieW of the transfer mem 
ber of FIG. 2 With a cover portion removed; 
[0016] FIG. 2B is an enlarged perspective vieW of the trans 
fer member of FIG. 2A; 
[0017] FIG. 2C is an enlarged cross-sectional vieW of the 
articulation members of FIG. 2 
[0018] FIG. 2D is an enlarged cross-sectional vieW of the 
transfer member of FIG. 2B; 
[0019] FIG. 2E is a partially exploded side vieW of the 
transfer member and articulation members of FIG. 2; 
[0020] FIG. 3 is a perspective vieW of a counterbalance 
system of the articulated arm of FIG. 1; 
[0021] FIG. 3A is an exploded vieW of the counterbalance 
system of FIG. 3; 
[0022] FIG. 3B is a side vieW of the counterbalance system 
of FIG. 3 in a ?rst position; 
[0023] FIG. 3C is a side vieW of the counterbalance system 
of FIG. 3 in a second position; 
[0024] FIG. 4 is a perspective vieW of a handle of the 
articulated arm of FIG. 1; 
[0025] FIG. 5 is a perspective vieW of a base and a feature 
pack of the articulated arm of FIG. 1; 
[0026] FIG. 6 is a plan vieW of a demonstrative embodi 
ment of an encoder; 
[0027] FIG. 7 is a screen shot from an embodiment of 
calibration software associated With an articulated arm; 
[0028] FIG. 7A is a perspective vieW of an articulated arm 
in Wireless communication With a computer; and 
[0029] FIG. 8 is a How diagram of a method of operating an 
articulated arm. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0030] FIGS. 1 and 1A illustrate one embodiment of a 
portable coordinate measuring machine (PCMM) 1 in accor 
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dance With the present invention. In the illustrated embodi 
ment, the PCMM 1 comprises a base 10, a plurality of rigid 
transfer members 20, a coordinate acquisition member 50 and 
a plurality of articulation members 30-36 that form “joint 
assemblies” connecting the rigid transfer members 20 to one 
another. The articulation members 30-3 6 along With the trans 
fer members 20 and hinges (described beloW) are con?gured 
to impart one or more rotational and/or angular degrees of 
freedom. Through the various members 30-36, 20, the 
PCMM 1 can be aligned in various spatial orientations 
thereby alloWing ?ne positioning and orientating of the coor 
dinate acquisition member 50 in three dimensional space. 
[0031] The position of the rigid transfer members 20 and 
the coordinate acquisition member 50 may be adjusted using 
manual, robotic, semi-robotic and/ or any other adjustment 
method. In one embodiment, the PCMM 1, through the vari 
ous articulation members 30-36, is provided With seven rotary 
axes of movement. It Will be appreciated, hoWever, that there 
is no strict limitation to the number of axes of movement that 
may be used, and feWer or additional axes of movement may 
be incorporated into the PCMM design. 
[0032] In the embodiment PCMM 1 illustrated in FIG. 1, 
the articulation members 30-36 can be divided into tWo func 
tional groupings based on their associated motion members 
operation, namely: 1) those articulation members 30, 32, 34, 
36 Which are associated With the sWiveling motion associated 
With a speci?c and distinct transfer member (hereinafter, 
“sWiveling joints”), and 2) those articulation members 31, 33, 
35 Which alloW a change in the relative angle formed betWeen 
tWo adjacent members or betWeen the coordinate acquisition 
member 30 and its adjacent member (hereinafter, “hinge 
joints” or “hinges”). While the illustrated embodiment 
includes four sWiveling joints and three hinge joints posi 
tioned as to create seven axes of movement, it is contemplated 
that in other embodiments, the number of and location of 
hinge joints and sWiveling joints can be varied to achieve 
different movement characteristics in a PCMM. For example, 
a substantially similar device With six axes of movement 
could simply lack the sWivel joint 30 betWeen the coordinate 
acquisition member 50 and the adjacent articulation member 
20. In still other embodiments, the sWiveling joints and hinge 
joints can be combined and/ or used in different combinations. 

[0033] As is knoW in the art (see e.g., U.S. Pat. No. 5,829, 
148, Which is hereby incorporated by reference herein) and 
depicted in FIG. 2D, the transfer members 20 can comprise a 
pair of dual concentric tubular structures having an inner 
tubular shaft 20a rotatably mounted coaxially Within an outer 
tubular sheath 20b through a ?rst bearing mounted proxi 
mately to a ?rst end of the member adjacent and a second 
bearing located at an opposite end of the member and Which 
can be positioned Within the dual axis housing 100. The 
transfer members 20 operate to transfer motion from one end 
of the transfer member to the other end of the transfer mem 
ber. The transfer members 20 are, in turn, connected together 
With articulation members 30-36 to form joint assemblies. 

[0034] The hinge joint, in turn, is formed, in part, by the 
combination of a yoke 28 extending from one end of a transfer 
member (see FIG. 1A), the rotational shaft extending through 
the articulation members 31, 33, 35 and the articulation mem 
bers 31, 33, 35 themselves, Which rotate about the rotational 
shaft to form a hinge or hinge joint. 
[0035] Each hinge or sWiveling joint has its oWn dedicated 
motion transducer in the form of an encoder 37 Which can be 
seen in FIG. 2C. Advantageously, both the hinge and sWivel 
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ing joint encoders are positioned at least partially, and more 
preferably, entirely Within the dual axis housing 100 Within 
the respective articulation members 30-36. 
[0036] In various embodiments, the coordinate acquisition 
member 50 comprises a contact sensitive member 55 (de 
picted as a hard probe in FIG. 1) con?gured to engage the 
surfaces of a selected object and generate coordinate data on 
the basis of probe contact. In the illustrated embodiment, the 
coordinate acquisition member 50 also comprises a non-con 
tact scanning and detection component that does not neces 
sarily require direct contact With the selected object to acquire 
geometry data. As depicted, the non-contact scanning device 
comprises a non-contact coordinate detection device (shoWn 
as a laser coordinate detection device/laser scanner) that may 
be used to obtain geometry data Without direct object contact. 
The non-contact scanning device can include a camera or 

other optical device 70, Which functions in conjunction With 
a laser not depicted herein. It Will be appreciated that various 
coordinate acquisition member con?gurations including: a 
contact-sensitive probe, a non-contact scanning device, a 
laser-scanning device, a probe that uses a strain gauge for 
contact detection, a probe that uses a pressure sensor for 
contact detection, a device that uses an infrared beam for 
positioning, and a probe con?gured to be electrostatically 
responsive may be used for the purposes of coordinate acqui 
sition. Further, in some embodiments, a coordinate acquisi 
tion member 50 can include one, tWo, three, or more than 
three coordinate acquisition mechanisms. 
[0037] Further description of certain embodiments of a 
coordinate acquisition member that can be used With the 
embodiments described herein can be found in U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 12/487,535, ?led 18 Jun. 2009 and 
entitled ARTICULATING MEASURING ARM WITH 
LASER SCANNER, Which is incorporated by reference 
herein in its entirety. As depicted in said reference, the coor 
dinate acquisition member can include a modular laser scan 
ner that can attach to the main body of the coordinate acqui 
sition member (Which can also include a touch probe). The 
modular features can alloW various other coordinate detection 
devices to be used With the coordinate acquisition member. 
Additionally, other coordinate acquisition members can be 
used, as is generally knoW by those of skill in the art. 
[0038] Advantageously, as depicted in FIGS. 2-2C, the 
articulation members 30-36 form a dual-axis housing 100. 
The dual-axis housing 100 can be a single monoblock hous 
ing, a housing comprising multiple pieces bonded together 
(eg by Welding, adhesive, etc.), or otherWise. As depicted, 
the dual-axis housing 100 can be coupled to the transfer 
members 20 and comprise part of hinge and sWivel joints, 
corresponding to the second and third axes of rotation from 
the base 10. As noted above, separately functional rotational 
encoders 37 and associated electronics for measuring a posi 
tion of the transfer members and hinge and sWivel joints (as 
are generally knoWn by those of skill in the art) can be posi 
tioned in the articulation members 34 and 35 (as Well as the 
articulation members 30-33 and 36, depicted in other ?gures). 
[0039] To facilitate assembly of the dual-axis assembly, the 
dual-axis housing 100 can include a removable back cover 
102, shoWn removed in FIG. 2A. As depicted, the removable 
cover 102 can cover an opening in the housing 100 generally 
axially aligned With an adjacent transfer member 20 mounted 
to the housing. Further, in some embodiments the cover 102 
can be con?gured so as not to bare any signi?cant load of the 
CMM 1. Accordingly, it may be desirable to form the cover 
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102 of a less rigid material that can also serve as a shock 
absorber. As depicted, the cover 102 can be positioned at an 
“elboW” position of the arm 1. During some activities the 
“elboW” positions may be more likely to abruptly contact an 
external, hard surface that could damage the arm 1. Advanta 
geously, a cover 102 formed of a shock absorbent material can 
protect the arm 1 from such damage. Even further, in some 
embodiments the material of the cover 102 can also serve to 
promote enhanced sealing With the material of the dual-axis 
housing 100. The dual-axis housing 100 can comprise a rigid 
material, and the cover 102 can comprise a more ?exible 
material that can conform to the edges of the housing When 
mounted thereto, creating an enhanced seal. 
[0040] The removable back cover 102 canprovide a general 
sealing of the interior of the dual-axis housing 100 from the 
external elements, protecting the encoders 37 positioned 
Within the housing. When the cover 102 is removed the sepa 
rate encoder 37 associated With the articulation member 34 
can be exposed and inserted/removed from the dual-axis 
housing 100 into a sWivel-receiving portion 104 generally 
axially aligned With the depicted transfer member 20 (as 
depicted in FIG. 2E). In the illustrated embodiment, the 
encoders associated With the articulation members 34 and 35 
are separate components from the transfer members 20. That 
is, the encoder and transfer member are tWo separate and 
distinct components that are connected together but can rotat 
ably operate apart from each other. The same principle can 
also be applied to the other articulation members 30-33 and 
36. That is, the transfer members 20 can operate separately 
from the articulation members 30-36 that form a joint or joint 
assembly as described above and operate to measure rotation. 

[0041] Additionally, additional electronics can be inserted/ 
removed While the cover 102 is removed, as depicted in FIG. 
2B.As shoWn, the dual-axis housing 100 can provide a receiv 
ing portion for a printed circuit board 38 that can hold addi 
tional electronics. In some embodiments, the additional elec 
tronics can perform additional signal processing such as 
digitiZing an analog signal from the encoders. In some 
embodiments, such digitiZation can be performed prior to 
passing the signal to slip rings or other rotatable electronic 
connections. Further, in some embodiments the additional 
printed circuit board 38 can facilitate forming the physical 
electronic connection betWeen both encoders Within the dual 
axis housing 100. 
[0042] Further, in the depicted dual-axis housing 100 the 
separate encoder 37 associated With the articulation member 
35 can be inserted/removed independent of the back cover 
102. To facilitate this insertion/removal, the dual-axis hous 
ing 100 can have a hinge-receiving portion 106 oriented per 
pendicularly from a primary plane of the housing. The hinge 
receiving portion 106 can have an open end 108, into Which 
the encoder 37 can enter, and a substantially closed end 110 
against Which the encoder can abut to de?ne a position for the 
encoder. Once the encoder 37 has been inserted, a cap piece 
112 can then be inserted to secure the encoder Within the 
hinge-receiving portion 106. 
[0043] As depicted in FIG. 2C, the encoder 37 can include 
an encoder disk 38a and a read head 38b. The encoder disk 
38a can have a pattern on its surface that can be measured by 
the read head 38b. For example, in some embodiments the 
encoder disk 3811 can have an optical pattern including vary 
ing colors, transparent and opaque portions, or other visible 
variations; and the read head 38b can include an optical 
measuring device such as a camera. In some embodiments the 
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disk 3811 can have a de?ned pattern of lines on the disk similar 
to a bar code such that any image of the disk by the read head 
can de?ne an absolute rotational angle, as further discussed 
beloW. As another example, the encoder disk 38a can have 
varying magnetic portions and the read head 38b can measure 
a corresponding magnetic ?eld. The varying patterns on the 
encoder disk 3811 can be measured by the read head 38b to 
indicate a rotational position, or a change in rotational posi 
tion of the encoder disk relative to the read head. In turn, as 
depicted, the read head 38b can be rotationally ?xed With the 
housing 100 and the encoder disk 3811 can be rotationally 
?xed to an encoder shaft 39 that is rotatably mounted Within 
the housing. Thus, rotation of the shaft 39 relative to the 
housing 100 can cause a corresponding relative rotation 
betWeen the disk 38a and read head 38b that can be measured. 
HoWever, it Will be clear from the description herein that the 
apparatus can vary. For example, in some embodiments the 
read head 38b can be rotatably mounted to the housing 100 
and the encoder disk 3811 can be rotatably ?xed. 
[0044] In the depicted embodiment, the encoder associated 
With the articulation member 35 can mount With an adjacent 
transfer member, not shoWn in FIG. 2, via a fork joint on the 
transfer member and the encoder shaft 39. Said fork joint can 
be similar to that depicted at the end of the depicted transfer 
member 20 opposite the dual-axis housing 100, With a yoke 
28 that can mount to the encoder shaft 39 rotatably mounted 
Within the housing 100. The forks of the yoke 28 can mount 
about the ends of the dual-axis housing 100 and its contained 
encoder to form a hinge articulation member 35. Accordingly, 
both encoders in the dual-axis housing 100 can be inserted/ 
removed independently of one another from the single hous 
ing. Notably, in other embodiments the form of the dual-axis 
housing 100 can vary. For example, in some embodiments the 
dual-axis housing 100 can form tWo sWivel-receiving por 
tions 104, or tWo hinge-receiving portions 106, as opposed to 
one of each. 

[0045] Placing the encoders 37 into a single housing can 
provide numerous advantages over prior art assemblies With 
separate housings. For example, the combined housing can 
reduce the number of parts and joints required, and thus also 
reduce cost and assembly time. Further, the accuracy of the 
device can improve from the elimination of de?ection, mis 
alignment, or other problems With multiple components. 
Additionally, removal of the additional housing can alloW a 
more compact combined joint assembly, alloWing the arm to 
be better supported and have less Weight. As shoWn FIG. 1A, 
a yoke 28 of the next or proceeding transfer member 20 can be 
coupled to the bearing shaft extending through dual axis 
housing 100 to form the hinge joint. 
[0046] Although depicted as enclosing the second and third 
axes from the base, a similar dual-axis housing 100 can be 
used With other combinations of articulation members, such 
as the fourth and ?fth articulation members 32, 33. Further, 
the dual-axis housing can provide additional advantages not 
explicitly discussed herein. HoWever, it should be noted that 
in other embodiments of the inventions described herein, the 
articulation members 30-36 can each have a separate housing. 

[0047] It should be appreciated that the dual-axis housing 
or joint assembly described above can be used in other types 
of CMMs and need not be used in combination With the 
additional embodiments described beloW. 

[0048] FIGS. 3 and 3A depict an improved counterbalance 
system 80. As depicted, the counter balance system 80 can 
include a piston assembly 84 forming a gas shock counter 










